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Abstract  
  

Presently the video game industry uses a number of methods to lead the players through the 

games such as colours, lights and shapes. This thesis focuses on shapes and tries to answer the 

question: In choosing between basic symbols is there a particular symbol that players prefer to 

follow and what do they associate with that symbol?  

  

In order to answer this question we created an experiment in which we tested how test subjects 

respond to three primitive shapes, triangles, circles and squares. The experiment consisted of a 

corridor with a door in one end, acting as the controls tutorial, and a room with three doors which 

was the actual experiment.  

  

Our test shows that there is not a certain symbol that the test subjects prefer to follow, but that 

the associations to the symbols seem to be true in comparison to earlier made studies on what 

these symbols are viewed to represent. This points at the possibility that the symbols can be 

used in game design to convey messages to the players and be used to guide the players in new 

environments.  

   

Keywords: Computer games, guide the player, game design, player associations, symbols, 

square, triangle, circle.   
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1 Introduction  
   

The video gaming industry is said to have started in the 1970s (CNBC, 2013) with the game 

Pong. Because of this the industry is often seen as a young media in contrast to movies and 

books which have both been around for much longer. Although, since the gaming industry 

started there has always been some design features that developers have had in mind. Just as a 

good chapter in a book can build up and lead the reader towards an exciting cliff-hanger at the 

end - and a great movie makes sure to film the environment in such a way that the watchers will 

not miss any important details - games will have to make sure to lead the players in the right 

direction.   

  

This is something that is far easier to do in a book since the reader most definitely will not jump 

back two chapters by mistake without noticing. In many of today’s 3D games, the players are left 

to explore or find the path to proceed on their own. Even if the developer adds descriptions in the 

game that tells the player what to do there is no guarantee that the player will actually read it or 

follow it.   

  

1.1 Glossary  

In this thesis we use some words that might not be known by people outside of the gaming 

industry. Because of this, below follows a short glossary for these words.  

  

Tutorial:    Often used in the beginning of a game to teach the players the basic  

      

  

controls of the game often by the use of text. This helps to make sure that the 

players do not fail the game in the first level and gives them time to adjust to 

the different controls before reaching any major challenges.   

Playthrough:   

  

The act of playing through a game or in this case, our test, from start to 

finish.   

Quest:     An objective given to the players in a game. Completing a quest is often 

rewarding the players with items, in-game currency or progression in the 

games storyline.   
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2 Background  
  

This thesis is the result of a ten weeks long study which goal was to determine if players had 

specific associations to different symbols and if there was a certain symbol they were more likely 

to follow. In order to do this one first had to clarify the concept of symbols.   

  

2.1 The Model of Meaning  

In the book “Introduction to Communication Studies”, the author John Fiske discusses the basic 

concept of signs. In his book he uses the word signs instead of symbols. People have tried to 

explain signs and their meanings before by creating different versions of “The model of 

meaning” and after studying the different versions Fiske concludes the following:   

  
All the models of meaning share a broadly similar form. Each is concerned with three elements which must 

be involved in some way or other in any study of meaning. These are: (1) the sign, (2) that to which it 

refers, and (3) the users of the sign.  

  
A sign is something physical, perceivable by our senses; it refers to something other than itself; and it 

depends upon a recognition by its users that it is a sign. Take our earlier example: pulling my earlobe as a 

sign to an auctioneer. In this case the sign refers to my bid, and this is recognized as such by both the 

auctioneer and myself. Meaning is conveyed from me to the auctioneer: communication has taken place 

(Fiske, 1990:41).  

  

Based on this conclusion one can say that a symbol first becomes a symbol after someone, for 

example the user, has attached meaning to it.   
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3 Previous Work  
  

Leading the player is a known subject in the gaming industry and research has been done before 

to try to determine how to use it. This thesis focused on symbols and their meaning. Therefore 

this section will address research made within both of these areas.   

  

3.1 Player Associations  

John Fiske studied, among other, the model of meaning created by C.S.Peirce which says that the 

connection between the sign itself and its meaning is created by the user (in Pierce's study called 

interpretant). The user knows both the meaning (object) and the sign, but creates the connection 

between them.  

  

  

  
  

Figure 1. Peirce’s model of meaning  

  

The problem with this is that people can create different connections between signs and meaning. 

Even if some symbols today are widely spread and known such as the symbol for pause or play 

on different media players, some signs may have different meanings based on your own 

experiences in life and your cultural background. The following quote explains this further.  

  

For illustration, I might make two marks on the paper, thus: O 

X  
These might be the first two moves in a game of noughts and crosses (or tick-tack-toe), in which case they 

remain as mere marks on the paper. Or they might be read as a word, in which case they become a sign 

composed of the signifier (their appearance) and the mental concept (oxness) which we have of this 

particular type of animal. The relationship between my concept of oxness and the physical reality of oxen is  

‘signification’: it is my way of giving meaning to the world, of understanding it (Fiske, 1990:44).  
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The problem with people’s different association is also mentioned in a study made by Stefan 

Andersson and Lovisa Bergdahl. In their thesis (Andersson, Bergdahl, 2013) they made an 

experiment where they looked at what path the player chose in a horror game they had created. 

To design the level for the horror game, the authors used different level design aspects when 

creating the environments. In their conclusion they mention two of these aspects as the most 

important ones.   

  
There were, as we believed, two major components that seemingly affected the choices; the actual level 

design and the interpretation of the different environments. However, this interpretation was not uniform 

and may have been affected by the players’ preferences and experiences. Players that associated staircases 

down with scary things chose to go up, and players that associated staircases heading down with treasures 

naturally went down (Andersson, Bergdahl, 2013:37).   

  

Andresson and Bergdahl's thesis together with the conclusions made by Fiske and Peirce shows 

that there is a risk that people might associate the symbols on the doors with different things. 

This could make the answers in our survey widely different. Since our experiment focused 

mainly on symbols and we wanted to receive a result based on these symbols only, we chose to 

remove as many level design aspects as possible.   

  

3.2 The Direction of the Player  

In an earlier study (Ivarsson, Johansson, 2015) the magnitude of which the placing of doors 

affect the choice of the player was evaluated. This was done by having test subjects placed in a 

room with three doors. They were then to select one of these by walking up to them and opening 

them by pressing a button. Each time they opened a door, they were placed in a new room, each 

room having different shape or roof height. From the results of this test it was determined that 

the placing of the doors in a room alone did not affect the choice of the test subjects to any 

magnitude worth to consider.  

   

3.3 Symbolism in Symbols  

There is a large amount of different symbols that are used worldwide in different ways. These 

symbols can also be combined to create new meanings and symbols. To study all of the world’s 

symbols would be a lifetime’s work, so we chose to focus this thesis on three basic symbols. 

These three symbols are often used as building blocks for other symbols.   

  

Circle  
The circle is often mentioned as a symbol of infinity and protection. (Bear, 2015a) Round items 

that we are familiar with in our daily life are balls, wheels and fruits such as oranges and apples. 

This makes people often relate the thought of movement to circles too. It can also be associated 

with the solar cycle and because of its enclose, the absence of time and space (Copper, 1993:27) 

as well as eternity (Liungman, 1991:274).  
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Square  
Stability, safety and honesty are some of the words that are often associated to the square. It is 

also often a symbol for ground or earth. (Liungman, 1991:309) Squares are very common in our 

daily lives. Most of the texts we read (including this one) are structured in a square or rectangular 

way, our books, houses and even furniture are also often shaped in these formations. Because of 

this, the square can also be seen as a bit dull but likewise feel very comfortable and safe. (Bear, 

2015b) The square can also be seen as a symbol for inflexibility and with the circle meaning 

infinity and protection, the squares motionless appearance might even stand for death (Copper, 

1993:106).  

  

Triangle  
Triangles are often associated with strength, power, danger or conflict. (Liungman, 1991:306) 

Since the Triangle is often shown as an arrow pointing in a specific direction, it can often be 

associated with action or direction (Bear, 2015c). The triangle is a Christian symbol for the holy 

trinity - Father, son and the holy ghost - and a triangle pointing upwards, as in our study, is also 

known as a sun symbol representing fire, heat and flames (Copper, 1993:204).  

 

3.4 Shapes as Categorization Cue 

As mentioned symbols meaning are perceived on a personal level but the simple symbols used in 

this experiment have established meanings and concepts associated with them which have been 

established as the meaning of these symbols. The reason the symbols used in this study are 

simple in shape and coloured in a solid grey is because of how the human brain categorize objects 

after shape.   

  

Moreover, the importance of shape in object categorization is uncontroversial; all theories of how objects 

are categorized—even by nonlinguistic creatures—assume that this is done by attending to the shape of 

objects and their parts, not their color, texture or size. – Disendruck, Bloom, 2003: 169 

  

In this study by Disendruck and Bloom they concluded that two and three year olds have a “shape 

bias” when categorizing objects, meaning that they are biased to categorize based on the shape of 

the object rather than any other cue (Disendruck, Bloom, 2003: 175).  

 

This “shape bias” was in mind when deciding to use symbols consisting of simple shapes for this 

experiment. That the shapes could be read as three different categories meaning three different 

things and therefore leading down three different paths.  
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 4 Purpose   
 

Because of the difficulties in leading the player, as explained in the introduction, it is very 

important to use any methods possible to lead them by using colours, lights and shapes. This 

thesis focuses on the last mentioned thing, namely shapes. The question we will try to 

answer is:  

  

In choosing between basic symbols is there a particular symbol that players prefer to follow and 

what do they associate with that symbol?  

 

The question emerged as we played through games and found that they were lacking a way to 

successfully guide the player in the direction they wanted to. There was a clear desire to guide the 

player but no visible method of doing so and so we decided to start researching this area of game 

design. This so that both we and other can use this information when designing games.    

 

If the research would result in an answer regarding what symbols test subjects are most prone to 

follow, it could be used not only in leading a player through a level, but also to direct the 

player’s gaze. This could be used to teach the player how or where new mechanics or items are 

placed and could therefore remove immersion-breaking tutorials. Being able to reliably use 

symbols to guide and teach the player instead of directly instructing them using a tutorial would 

also encourage the player to explore.  

 

If this research gives us a result that shows that players are more willing to follow, for example a 

circle, this thesis could help graphic designers and game designers to convey messages to their 

players in a more discrete way. The research could also tell us if there is a certain symbol that 

players are less likely to follow and this could then be used to consciously mislead the player or 

hide items and paths from them in games.  

 

The results of the test could be used outside of the game industry as well since semiotic and 

symbols are used whenever something is designed. The result could show a bias towards what 

symbols are associated with what meaning. For example if the square is associated to safety as 

the symbolism states (section 3.3). This could be used in designing everything from architecture 

to icons and furniture.   
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5 Materials and Methods  
  

The experiment was a digital prototype which was tested on 40 test subjects in a quantitative test. 

It was tested on students between the ages of 15 and 18 who studied a subject concerning digital 

media in which creating digital graphics on a computer was involved. The test was performed by 

having a test subject enter a room in which we and a computer awaited them. They were 

instructed on how to move and look around but nothing else was instructed. After playing the 

prototype the test subject was asked to fill out a survey on the same computer.  

 

The prototype was short game in 3D played through a first person camera view and the player 

was able to walk and look around. In addition the player was also able to open doors. The 

prototype begun with the player placed in one end of a corridor with the camera looking down the 

corridor. At the other end there was a door. The door lead into a rectangular room through one of 

the longer sides. On the opposite side of the entry door there were three doors, each with one of 

the three symbols on it. When the player had chosen one of the three doors the prototype ended 

and the screen became black displaying the text: “Thank you for participating!” 

  

When the test subject started the test they were shown a quest. There were three different quest 

that was randomized between the test subjects. The three quests were chosen so that they each 

represented either a challenge, a pure reward or a goal. A monster, a treasure and a way out was 

chosen as they are common in games to the degree it could be assumed that even people who 

have never played a digital game would know what these are. Therefore they could act as 

elements that the test subjects could relate to when trying to navigate the digital environment. 

These quests were presented to the player to see if there was a certain symbol they would be 

more likely to choose based on the quest they were shown. 

 

The experiment was to evaluate if the test subjects choose one of the symbols over the others and 

if they had specific associations to that symbol. An earlier test (Ivarsson, Johansson. 2015) 

determined that the position of the door did not affect the choice of the test subjects to any 

significant degree. As an extra precaution the doors with the different symbols change place 

randomly between each playthrough to negate the small impact the positioning of the doors have. 

  

5.1 The Experiment  

The experiment consisted of a corridor with a door in one end, acting as the controls tutorial, and 

a room with three doors which was the actual experiment. This was a rectangular room where the 

test subject entered through one of the long sides and on the opposite side there were three doors 

placed next to each other.  
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Figure 2. The experiment seen from above. The three lights in the bottom shows the placement of the 

three doors with the different symbols and the light above shows the “tutorial door”.   

5.2 The Test  

The test subject started the test in the corridor and had a text visible to them on their left side. 

This text worked as a quest for the test subject to complete and also to see if that specific quest 

made them choose a specific symbol. The three different quests were:  

  

● Find the Treasure  

● Find the Monster  

● Find the Way Out  

  

The quest shown to the test subjects was picked randomly for each subject.   
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Figure 3. The start screen for the test subjects and the randomly picked quest on the left side   

  

The test subjects then walked through the corridor and opened a door which lead them into the 

main room for the test. Once the test subjects reached this room they choose one of the doors 

with a symbol, and when this was done a screen saying “Thanks for participating” appeared. The 

experiment was then reset so that a new test subject could play it.   

  

  
  

Figure 4. The main room in which the test subject had to choose a door with a symbol on it   
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The doors had one of the symbols on each of them, a triangle, a circle or a square. Each symbol 

only appeared on one of the doors but the placement of the door with that symbol varied for each 

test subject. The test subject’s choice of symbol was written to a log file as well as the door 

location (left, middle or right) and the quest they were asked to complete in the beginning.  

  

5.3 Creating the Experiment  

The 3D models were made in 3ds max and then imported to the Unreal Engine, where the 

experiment was created. To make sure that the test subjects only chose a door based on the 

symbols, the experiment had the same lightning on all of the doors and had no other objects in 

the room except for the doors the test subject could choose from. The doors used the same 3D 

mesh, except from the symbol placed upon the door. These symbols were made with the same 

radiation and overall size, so the choice of door should only be based on the test subjects own 

associations with the symbol and not be affected by any other design aspects.   

  

The test subjects only got to choose a door once, so they were not able to continuously follow a 

certain symbol or keep to a certain pattern throughout multiple rooms. As mentioned before, the 

doors were randomly placed at one of the three sections (right, middle, left) to make sure that the 

choice was not influenced by the symbols’ placement. The programming used in order to create 

the experiment was made in Unreal Engine’s blueprints as well as C++ using Microsoft Visual 

Studio.   

  

 5.4 The Survey  

When the test subjects had finished their playthrough of the experiment they were asked to take 

part in a short survey. The survey consisted of three questions that the test subjects answered and 

the answers were then submitted and saved.   

  

The three questions were:  

● What did the game ask you to do?  

● What symbol were on the door you chose?  

● Why did you choose that symbol?  

  

The test subjects were able to write their own answer to question one while the second question 

provided for three answers to choose from and the last question presented four options where the 

last one was to write their own answer. The format of the survey showing these questions and 

answers can be found in Appendix 1. If the response did not yield any valuable data it was 

excluded from the results, as it did not affect the results of the test in any way.  
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As we were present at the testing we know for certain that every participant registered the 

symbol they picked correctly. However we did not correct the participants if they filled 

something else out and therefore the survey ended up with nine answers that have to be left out. 

These nine answered something other than the three quests on the question “What did the game 

ask you to do?” and are therefore not used as the test subjects did not perceive the quest as 

intended. This is described more in section 6.4 and 7.1.  
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6 Results  
  

40 people participated in the test, by playing through the experiment and answering the survey. 

The result of these playthroughs and answers are presented in the following sections.   

   

6.1 Total  

  

  
  

Figure 5. Total amount of test subjects choosing each of the three symbols  

  

Out of the 40 participates, 14 test subjects chose the triangle, 12 the square and 14 the circle.   

  

6.2 Symbol in Connection to Quest  

At the beginning of the experiment the test subjects were presented with a simple objective: a 

quest. There were three different quests and which one presented was randomized for each test 

subject. The choice of symbol when receiving one of the quests are shown below.   
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Find the Monster  
  

  
  

Figure 6. The test subjects’ choice of symbol when receiving the quest “Find the Monster”  

  

Find the Treasure  
  

  
  

Figure 7.  The test subjects’ choice of symbol when receiving the quest “Find the Treasure”  
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Find the Way Out  

  

  
  

Figure 8.  The test subjects’ choice of symbol when receiving the quest “Find the Way Out”  

   

6.3 Symbol in Connection to Placement  

In an earlier study (Ivarsson, Johansson, 2015) it was concluded that the test subjects were not 

influenced by the placement of the doors in choosing a path. To strengthen the results of the 

previous study we documented the placement of the chosen door within this test too. The 

following graphs were not used as base for any of the conclusions, more about this is covered in 

7.1.3.  

  

  
  

Figure 9. The test subjects’ choice of symbol based on the doors placement  
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6.4 Not Noticing the Quest  

The survey asked the test subjects what the game asked them to do. Nine of the participants 

answered that they were asked to choose a door while the remaining participants wrote down the 

quest they were given in the beginning. Out of the nine participants that only mentioned the 

choosing of a door as the objective, eight had the quest “Find the Way Out” and one had the 

quest “Find the Monster”. These nine participants were not counted for when gathering the 

results of the survey since they had not perceived the quest as the main goal. All the data 

gathered from the survey and the test can be found in Appendix 2 and 3.  

  

6.5 Choice of Symbol based on Quest  

The following figures show the options the test subject chose on the question “Why did you 

choose that symbol?”, based on the quest they received in the beginning.   

  

Find the Monster  

  

  
  

Figure 10. The test subjects’ motivation behind the choice of symbol when given the quest “Find 

the Monster”.   
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Find the Treasure  

  

  
  

Figure 11. The test subjects’ motivation behind the choice of symbol when given the quest “Find 

the Treasure”.  

  

Find the Way Out  

  

  
  

Figure 12. The test subjects’ motivation behind the choice of symbol when given the quest “Find 

the Way Out”.  
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6.6 Motivation behind Choice of Symbol  

Below follows the data gathered from the survey regarding why people chose each of the specific 

symbols.   

  

Circle   

  

  
  

Figure 13. The test subjects’ motivation behind the choice of symbol when circle was the chosen 

symbol.  

  

Square  

  

  
  

Figure 14. The test subjects’ motivation behind the choice of symbol when square was the chosen 

symbol.   
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Triangle   

  

  
  

Figure 15. The test subjects’ motivation behind the choice of symbol when triangle was the 

chosen symbol.  
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7 Analysis  
  

The result from the test and the survey showed an evenly divided choice between the three 

symbols. It was an equal amount of test subjects who chose the triangle or circle symbol and 

only two less test subjects chose the square. When comparing the choice of symbol in regards of 

the quest the test subject received in the beginning, the results were even as well. The most 

notable difference in the result was showed between the players that received the quest “Find the 

Monster”, where three people chose the circle but only one person chose the square.   

  

“Find the Monster” was the quest that was shown the fewest amount of times with only six test 

subjects receiving that quest. The quest “Find the Treasure” was shown to eleven of the test 

subject and the quest “Find the Way Out” were shown to 23 of them. The choice of symbol when 

receiving the other two quests was also even, with the largest difference between the choices 

being one test subject. Based on these results alone, it would be difficult to determine if the test 

subjects had a specific association with the different symbols and if this affected their choice.   

  

7.1 Survey results  

In our survey we asked the test subject what the game asked them to do, which symbol they 

chose and why they chose that specific symbol. As mentioned in section 5.4, nine of the test 

subjects answered that the game asked them to choose a door instead of the quest they were 

shown in the beginning of the test. The remaining test subjects answered by writing down the 

quest and we could therefore be more certain that they remembered the quest throughout their 

playthrough of the experiment.  

 

As mentioned in section 4.4 we knew for certain that every test subject filled out the symbol that 

they chose correctly. This was done even though the test subjects had no prior information about 

the experiment or that the symbols were of importance. But evidently they were memorable 

enough that the test subject remembered which one was on the door they picked. This shows 

how “shape biased” they were when choosing a door. All the doors and symbols were identical 

in colour, texture and lighting, the only thing differencing them from each other was the shape 

placed upon them. Showing that categorization of objects and therefore differencing them from 

each other is done based on shape.  

 

“[…] this is done by attending to the shape of objects and their parts, not their color, texture or size.” 

– Disendruck, Bloom. 2003: 169. 
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7.1.1 Symbols and Quest  

In asking the test subjects why they chose the symbol they chose we offered them three different 

answers or the option to write in their own answer. Out of the five test subjects who said that 

they received the quest “Find the Monster” one of them motivated their choice of symbol with 

the answer “It felt safe” and one of them answered “I wanted to find the goal”. The remaining 

three test subjects choose to fill in their own answer. One of them answered that they choose the 

circle because it did not have any sharp edges, while the other two answered that they chose at 

random or that they did not know why they choose that specific symbol. Even if the circle was 

the most popular choice of symbols among the test subjects when receiving this quest, the 

amount of participants were too few to make any real conclusions. These results did not point at 

an associations between the quest of finding a monster and the symbol of the circle since the 

motivations were too different to conclude any pattern.   

  

  

Out of the test subjects that answered that they recieved the quest “Find the Treasure”, four chose 

the triangle, another four chose the circle and three chose the square. Half of the test subjects that 

chose the triangle and circle motivated their choice with the answer “I wanted to find the goal”, 

as did one of the test subjects that chose the square. Since this answer was rather popular no 

matter which symbol the test subject chose, it does not seem to be a certain association among 

the test subject regarding the symbols and the quest. The fact that this quest had more test 

subjects answering “I wanted to find the goal” than the other quests seemed to do with the type 

of quest. A treasure is often something positive that a player would like to find while a monster 

could be dangerous and therefore maybe not something that the test subjects would like to find.   

  

“Find the Way Out” was the quest that was presented the highest amount of times. 15 of the test 

subjects wrote down this as an answer to what the game asked them to do. Out of these test 

subjects, five of them chose the triangle, six the square and four chose the circle. Once again the 

results were evenly divided, but if we looked at the motivations behind the choice, only the test 

subjects that chose the circle or triangle answered that they were trying to find the goal. Three of 

the test subjects that chose the square answered that it felt safe. None of the test subjects that 

choose the circle answered that they wanted to explore.   

  

7.1.2 Symbols and Motivation  

Out of all of the test subjects that chose the triangle, not one of them chose “It felt safe” as the 

motivation to their choice. This tied in with the common associations between triangles and 

conflict as mentioned in point 3.4. The answer “It felt safe” was the most common answer 

between the test subjects choosing the square symbol. This shows that there was indeed a 

connection between the symbol of the square and safety as stated in point 3.4. Among the test 

subjects that chose the square, only one of them answered that they wanted to find the goal 

which could reinforce the association between squares and immovability or dullness.   
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There were eleven test subjects who chose the circle and out of these five answered that they 

wanted to find the goal, which was the most popular motivation in this group of testers. The 

second most popular motivation was that it felt safe, which was chosen by three of the test 

subjects. Since the circle was said to be associated with infinity and protection, one could have 

suspected that there would be more test subjects choosing the motivation “It felt safe”. Although, 

the circle could also stand for movement and in contrast to the square the circle could therefore, 

perhaps, had felt like a less safe choice.   

   

7.1.3 Possible errors  

All the test subjects filled out the survey on the same computer meaning that the answers were 

stored in the web browser and suggested as the next test subjects typed their answers. This means 

that some may have forgotten the quest and chosen one of the suggested answers. The answers 

that correspond with a quest do however match up with the amount of quests recorded from the 

experiment, so this seemed unlikely.   

  

The amount of test subjects (40) lead to a uncertainty as this lead to fewer results and therefore 

making the data less certain. This was most evident in Figure 9 where both square and triangle 

had one placement with a much lower result than the other two placements. It could not be said if 

this was a result of the random placement of the doors that happened to place the doors biased to 

two of the possible placements. It was equally likely that the players that chose those symbols 

happened to play through the experiment on playthroughs when the doors happened to be placed 

like that. The random element combined with the test not saving any data concerning the 

placement of all the doors and the test subjects being so few made it impossible to draw any 

conclusions from that figure (Figure 9).  
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8 Discussion  
  

8.1 Player associations with the symbols   

Even though we tried to keep the experiment as free from influences and impressions as possible 

we cannot escape the fact that the world of games already has some defined symbols. These 

symbols are not universal since each game is free to define the symbols it uses. The meaning of 

the more basic symbols usually does not differ much from game to game even though the 

possibility for them to do so exists. For example, circle shaped doors are a common symbol for 

the path forward, Metroid (1986) is an early example and the newer game Portal 2 (2011) uses 

them as well.   

  

One of the test subjects who chose the triangle answered “Lumnati(sic!)” (Illuminati) as to why it 

had chosen the triangle. Illuminati or the all seeing eye is often connected to conspiracy theories 

and governments watching over the citizens. This is a very interesting answer to look at since the 

experiment we made is in a very clean and sterile environment. The experiment was designed so 

that it would have as little impact on the test as possible but even a clean environment has a 

number of things associated with it, for example secret organizations and governmental 

underground forces such as the F.B.I. In a game where the mechanics or setting is closely 

connected to such organizations the triangle would have a much larger meaning than e.g. a circle.   

   

Games can give meaning to symbols in a similar way by either using a setting that already has 

defined meanings connected to symbols (e.g. Triangles and Illuminati) or by having a mechanic 

strongly connected to a symbol. In Portal 2 (2011) both the portals that the player uses to solve 

puzzles and move through the environment and the doors that leads to the next area are circular 

(the portals are oval to be exact) while the doors leading to rooms that are part of the current 

puzzle are square shaped. Through the repetitive use of these symbols the players quickly learn 

their meaning inside of the game (Freiman, 2014:13-14).    

  

8.2 What to take from the results  

The results are not entirely distinctive but when the highest value is five and the second highest 

three (Figure 13) it does give an outcome upon which a conclusion can be based. Looking at the 

other figures (Figure 14 and Figure 15) it is clear that there was one motivation that was 

dominant in each of the figures. These agree with the symbolism of these symbols mentioned in  

3.4. The circle symbolizes motion and moving forward towards a goal (“Wanted to find the goal” 

as motivation), the square is familiar and safe (“It felt safe” as motivation) while the triangle 

symbolizes action and the sun guiding those unsure of their path (“Wanted to find the goal” and 

“Other” as motivation).   
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8.2.1 Circle  

“Wanted to find the goal” was the most picked motivation for choosing the circle with “It felt 

safe” as the second most picked motivation and one of the two answers for the “Other” 

motivation was “It had no sharp edges (Own translation)”. These answers imply that the circle is 

perceived as something moving, progressing and something safe and not harmful. As mentioned 

above, circular doors have been used in games in order to convey the path leading forward. 

Without further investigation it is nearly impossible to say whether our results came out the way 

they did because of how circular doors have been used in games preciously or if circular doors 

have been used previously because of how circles are perceived and the result of our test is proof 

of it. 

 

8.2.2 Square  

Square received the most “It felt safe” motivations out of the three symbols. Close second was  

“Other” with the answers “I chose at random” and two “i don’t (sic!) know”. The lack of goal in 

the “Other” motivation could be a sign that the square was chosen as a safe choice. It does seem 

like the test subjects did not consider their choices much but a choice is never truly random, 

since there is always something affecting it. In the case of the square, the stability and safety of it 

could be a haven to the test subjects in this otherwise new and unfamiliar environment that is the 

experiment or even digital game worlds as a whole. Unfortunately we did not record any data 

concerning how familiar the test subjects were to digital games and navigating a digital 3D world 

and can therefore not conclude this theory with certainty.   

  

8.2.3 Triangle  

The triangle had mostly “Other” as the chosen motivation. The motivations written were 

“Lumnati (sic!)”, “i (sic!) wanted to keep going” and four others stating that the test subjects did 

not have any perceived reasoning behind the choice. Only “i (sic!) wanted to keep going” is an 

answer relating to the progress of the experiment showing that the others did not have a clear 

goal of moving forward in the experiment. They seem to have followed the triangle in the same 

way humans unintentionally navigates with the help of the sun (Souman et al. 2009). As 

mentioned earlier the triangle also symbolizes a sun.   

  

The triangle had almost as many “Wanted to find the goal” answered as the motivation. This 

matches the symbolism of triangles representing action and direction, in guiding the test subjects. 

Representing action and direction could also be a reason why the “Other” motivation was chosen 

as the test subject had a desire to reach a new area naturally from being inside a game.   
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The fact that the test subjects are being inside a digital 3D world needs to be taken into account as 

this immediately sets them in another mindset than if they were navigating a foreign environment 

in real life. Movement and looking around suddenly becomes something many have to think 

about rather than something done automatically. This could lead to a bigger urge to move forward 

and reach something new as that is a convention usually followed in digital games, always 

reaching new areas and progressing in some way.    

  

8.3 Possible improvements  

Even though the test gave us some valuable data and we were able to point out some patterns in 

the test subjects’ choice of symbols, there is room for some improvement if we were to perform 

the test again.   

  

8.3.1 Amount of symbols and quests  

By using three different symbols (The circle, square and triangle) we were able to gather more 

data. We also had three different quests that could be shown to the test subject (“Find the Way 

Out”, “Find the Monster” or “Find the Treasure”). This gave the test subjects more choices and 

we were able to compare the different combinations to find interesting patterns. Since the test 

was only taken by 40 people and they had different combinations of quests and symbols, we did 

not receive enough answers to reach a confident result. If we had shown only one of the quests 

we could have received a more certain result. The results from that test would have been more 

specific and clear, but therefore less useful to a broader audience. Changing the amount of 

symbols and quests in the test could therefore be an option depending on what the goal of the test 

would be.  

  

8.3.2 Survey format  

As mentioned in section 7.1.3, the test subjects answered the survey on the same computer and 

were therefore able to see what the testers before them had answered at the first question. If we 

were able to remake the survey we would make sure that the earlier answers were not visible for 

the other test subjects.   

  

8.3.3 Pressure while participating  

In participating in the test, the test subjects were invited to sit down by a computer in a small 

room and were asked to play through the test. Once they were done they were also asked to 

answer the questions in our survey. Both of these tasks were done while we were present in the 

same room which might have pressured the test subject to finish quickly. If we had made a 

version of the test that was possible to participate in from the web the answers might have been 

different. The reason why we did not do this in this version of the test was that we were worried 

that some of the test subjects would run the test several times and by doing so, give us invalid 

data.   
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8.4 Possible uses in future studies  

The result proves that the knowledge about the associations connected to the symbols (circle, 

square and triangle in this case) could be used in games. Further studies could create tests where 

these symbols are used again, but put the test subjects in new scenarios to see if the associations 

with the symbols could be more clarified. The symbols could also be used in different ways by 

having them represented as the shape of the rooms or more discrete items in the environment. 

This would make it less obvious for the test subject that they were choosing a symbol and could 

therefore add some interesting data.   

  

A more specific experiment could be to create a small game in which mechanics or objectives 

were connected to a certain symbol, for example the three we used. The game would then be 

played by test subjects in a qualitative test where the symbol associated with the different 

mechanics or objectives would be switched around for each playthrough. This could shine some 

light on how much the context of the symbol affects the association and if some symbols make it 

easier for the test subjects to understand the mechanics or objectives it is connected to.   

  

It would also be interesting to make a qualitative test where a smaller group of test subjects are 

interviewed about their associations of the symbols. Preferably the test subjects would be of 

different cultural backgrounds since this would help us to clarify some cultural differences and 

could help the gaming industry to create games that support diversity in characters and 

environments.  
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9 Conclusion  
  

The goal of this thesis was to answer the question:  

  

In choosing between basic symbols is there a particular symbol that players prefer to follow and 

what do they associate with that symbol?  

  

The results of our test shows that there was not a certain symbol that the test subjects preferred to 

follow, but that the associations to the symbols seem to be true in comparison to earlier made 

studies on what these symbols are viewed to represent. The square was often associated with 

safety, the circle with progress and the triangle with action and guidance. This points at the 

possibility that the symbols can be used in game design to convey different messages to the 

player and be used to guide the player in new environments. Further research could contribute 

with important data which could help game designers create games with more diversity in the 

way symbols are understood in games.   

  

The test could have been improved by making sure that the test subjects were not able to be 

influenced by the answers from previous participants and by removing the possible pressure that 

could have emerged from our presence.   
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Appendix  
  

Appendix 1 -  The Survey  
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Appendix 2 - Results from the Survey  
  

  

What did the game ask 

you to do?  
What symbol were on 

the door you chose?  
Why did you choose that symbol?  

  

Find the treasure  Triangle  I wanted to find the goal  

Choose  Circle  I wanted to explore  

To pick a door  Circle  I wanted to explore  

chose a door  Triangle  because i can  

find the monster  Square  I chose at random  

choose a door  Square  It feelt safest  

To find the treasure  Triangle  I like the shape of the triangle  

To make a choice  Triangle  I wanted to explore  

to find my way out  Square  It feelt safest  

Find a way out  Square  I wanted to explore  

Find the treasure  Circle  testing right to left,  

att hitta ut ur rummet  Circle  I wanted to explore  

v'lja en d;rr  Square  tog bara n[gon  

find a way out  Square  I wanted to explore  

find the monster  Triangle  i dont know  

Open the door  Square  It feelt safest  

Find the treasure  Triangle  I like triangles  

find the way out  Triangle  i felt right  

Find the treasure  Square  It feelt safest  

To pick a door  Triangle  I wanted to explore  

Find a way out  Triangle  I wanted to find the goal  

choose a door  Triangle  i wanted to keep going  

find the tresure  Square  I wanted to find the goal  

Find the way out.  Circle  I wanted to find the goal  

Find the treasure  Circle  I wanted to find the goal  
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hitta et monster  Circle  den hade inga vassa kanter  

Find a way out  Triangle  I wanted to explore  

To find the treasure  Square  i dont know  

Find a way out  Triangle  I wanted to find the goal  

Find a way out  Square  i dont know  

hitta vägen ut  Square  It feelt safest  

To find the monster  Circle  I wanted to find the goal  

Man skulle hitta en väg ut  Circle  It feelt safest  

Find the treasure  Circle  I wanted to explore  

to find my way out  Triangle  Lumnati  

fainding the thresur  Circle  I wanted to find the goal  

find the monster  Circle  It feelt safest  

Find a way out  Square  I wanted to explore  

to find my way out  Circle  I wanted to find the goal  

Find the treasure  Triangle  I wanted to find the goal  
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 Appendix 3 - Results from the Experiment  

  

  

Position of 

Door  
Symbol  Quest  

Right  Triangle  Treasure  

Right  Square  Way Out  

Left  Circle  Way Out  

Right  Triangle  Way Out  

Middle  Square  Monster  

Middle  Square  Way Out  

Right  Triangle  Treasure  

Left  Triangle  Way Out  

Right  Square  Way Out  

Middle  Circle  Way Out  

Left  Circle  Treasure  

Middle  Circle  Way Out  

Right  Square  Way Out  

Left  Circle  Way Out  

Left  Triangle  Monster  

Middle  Square  Way Out  

Left  Triangle  Treasure  

Middle  Triangle  Way Out  

Right  Square  Treasure  

Right  Triangle  Monster  

Right  Triangle  Way Out  

Right  Triangle  Way Out  

Right  square  Treasure  

Middle  Circle  Way Out  

Right  Circle  Treasure  

Right  Circle  Monster  
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Left  Triangle  Way Out  

Middle  Square  Treasure  

Left  Triangle  Way Out  

Right  Square  Way Out  

Middle  Square  Way Out  

Right  Circle  Monster  

Right  Circle  Way Out  

Middle  Circle  Treasure  

Middle  Triangle  Way Out  

Middle  Circle  Treasure  

Middle  Circle  Monster  

Left  Circle  Way Out  

Left  Circle  Way Out  

Left  Triangle  Treasure  

  


